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Cookhouse Wind Farm recently embarked on 
a Bursary Roadshow, which visited eight 
schools within the four beneficiary towns. 

Learners from high schools in Somerset East, Cookhouse, 
Bedford and Adelaide once again have the chance to 
apply for Cookhouse Wind Farm funded scholarships. 
What’s more, the scholarship programme now offers 
learners the option of applying at Technical Vocational 
Education and Training (TVET) Colleges, should they 
wish to complete an occupational or skills development 
programme.

The Roadshow, which targeted Grade 12 learners, 
presented the various fields of study funded through the 
Cookhouse Scholarship Programme, which range from 
engineering, physical science, law, pharmaceutical 
studies and nursing. 
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This is the first time since the scholarship programme 
launched in 2016 that local learners can apply to TVET 

Colleges, thereby expanding their prospects.

This Scholarship programme aims to provide tertiary education funding for youth living within a 50km radius of 
the Wind Farm, with the purpose of contributing towards human resource development in fields considered critical for 
the South African economy.
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Cookhouse Wind Farm partnered with 
Siyawela “Ready to Succeed” during April 
2018 to introduce “Mentor Moms” as a new 
component to the “Bringing Parents to the 
Education Table” programme.
 
A group of 26 local parents, who met the criteria, 
were chosen as the Mentors for this programme. In 
addition to providing mentorship, Mentors equip and 
guide parents on how to support their children at 
home in order to promote development of skills 
required for academic success. 

Ongoing training and development is also provided to 
Mentor Moms, ensuring that they are also well equipped 
to provide mentorship and guidance to the parents. 

QUATERLY SPEND BY SECTOR
During Quarter 2 2018, funds were 
disbursed in the following sectors:

Education
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MENTOR MOMS UPSKILL PARENTS

2018 UPCOMING
COMMUNITY MEETINGS

Community meetings are being held bi-annually. Details of the next meeting 
will be placed on community noticeboards and disseminated at schools.

COOKHOUSE PRIMARY SCHOOL JOINS THE GLOBAL WIND DAY CELEBRATIONS

Cookhouse Primary School joined this year’s Global Wind Day 
celebrations, celebrated on 15 June each year. They learnt about 
clean wind energy and entered the Cookhouse Wind Farm’s arts 
competition, producing posters demonstrating wind energy 
production. 
 
Seven groups between Grade 4 to 7 participated in the competition 
which tested the learners’ creativity and innovation. Prizes were 
awarded to the top three winning groups, with first place going to a 
group of Grade 7 learners who called themselves “Danger Wires”.

The competition is a great opportunity to create awareness of 
renewable energy, and the benefits it presents to South Africa and 
communities surrounding the Wind Farms.

100%

In Q2/2018 100% of funding was spent on the 
Education Initiatives
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